Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

A Great Week For Gold, With A
Catalyst

A wild week for markets who gapped most days leaving us out of the
trade for the most part.
I just can’t really hold much overnight with a gap one way or another
quite likely according to recent history.
That said, this sloppy action generally leads to downside so I am actively
looking for shorts or potential bounce plays off support areas for relatively
quick trades.
It is not an easy market at the moment and I only play small in tough
markets but the good news is that good and easy to make money in action
always follows tough times.
Gold broke out this week, then began to look weak only to get a major
catalyst as the Swiss de-pegged their currency.
We really need to see how gold acts over the next week to see if this is
just a quick pop on news or perhaps a more sustainable move.
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Gold gained a large 4.65% this past week as it moved nicely past $1,220
then stalled before the Swiss currency de-pegging.
Early in the week it looked like gold was going to roll over as miners were
not acting great and many were even acting weak and I warned members of this
and I even was short some miners via and ETF.
Then we woke to the Swiss news and all hell broke loose.
The news came without warning and moved markets and gold violently
with nothing that could be done until the markets opened.
Luckily we aren’t trading heavily in this market so damage was limited
but still, it is no fun waking up to see your position gapping some 10% or more
against you.
This is the trading game though and it does happen on occasion.
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Anyhow, the Swiss news lit a fire under gold and it ran strongly into the
close Friday.
With Monday a US holiday nobody wanted to be short of anything over
the weekend and Monday with the rest of the world trading gold.
I’m still not totally convinced that gold is in a sustained uptrend now for
the reasons stated above.
I really need to see how it holds up once the Swiss Franc news is digested
for a few more days.
We’ve seen gold move large on news only fail shortly thereafter so being
cautiously bullish is good.
Resistance still sits in $20 increments above up to $1,320.
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Silver gained a solid 7.66% this past week and is moving strongly now,
following gold.
Silver is moving strongly on great volume now and looks set to test the
200 day moving average before we see any major rest.
All in all, great action for silver as it follows gold higher for now.
It is certainly possible that the major low is now in for gold and silver but
I really do prefer to see more days of trading before I am totally convinced of
that.
A great start but there is no major rush to pile into the metals quite yet.
If this is a major low, we will have years of upside to come and many,
many great and perfect buy points.

Platinum rose 2.79% as it follows gold higher on the way to $1,300.
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Great action on strong volume that looks to be sustainable for the week
ahead.
If we see platinum move back under the 100 day at $1,265 that would be
a warning that the move to $1,300 may not come but I don’t see that coming.

Palladium lost a heavy 5.80% even in the face of gold strength.
Palladium has acted much better than the other metals during the major
downswing but now this week it followed copper lower which was something I
did not see coming at all and really don’t understand yet.
Palladium has some support here at the $750 area and below that
support sits at $725.
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All in all, the metals look to continue their moves higher with the
exception of palladium.
I’d be carefully cautious trading metals and very cautious trading stocks
and the general US markets in the week and likely few weeks ahead.
I am doing another round of real-time trading to help people make
money and avoid damage and danger in this tricky market.
You can fin out more at www.wizzentrading.com
Thank you very much for reading and you can find out more about whatI
do for members as we focus on leading stocks for the most part at http://
wizzentrading.com
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are
having difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
http://www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com
with “subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox,
links and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists
of please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any
action taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader.
We recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence
before acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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